Custom Parts
Even with well over 10,000 fluid handling products in their portfolio today, CPC still dedicates a significant portion of our resources to developing
custom parts for customers’ more unique and specific requirements. Their problem-solving team of engineers leverages solid modeling capabilities,
prototype equipment, an expansive lab and more to help you design and create the perfect solution for your needs. Here are just a few of the products
and product series they have customized. Talk to a CPC distributor or Ask Our Engineers for ideas that meet your application’s needs.

Hybrid Connector

iUDC

Allows designers to confidently specify

RFID-enabled, it provides a universal

a single connector for both fluids and

connection to a 38mm fitment neck.

electronics. Eliminates the need for

The automatic flush face valves minimize

multiple connections and simplifies the

costly or dangerous spillage, and an

user interface between remote tools

ergonomic design and large, shrouded

and a device. Easy-to-use twist latch

thumb latch pad make the coupling easy

securely connects everything in one

to grip and simple to operate.

simple motion.

iNS4
RFID-enabled non-spill coupling enables
drip-free disconnections. Designed with
double-sided non-spill shutoff valves
they also prevent air entering the lines at
connection, minimizing downtime and
enhancing operator safety. Chemically
resistant they offer broad chemical
compatibility.

iPLC12

Multi-Tube
Couplings provide one easy-to-use
quick disconnect for two, six or ten
separate fluid lines. Tentube™ connects
and disconnects up to ten lines with
the use of a simple slide latch. Sixtube™
couplings disconnect up to six separate
fluid or air lines. Twin Tube™ coupling
disconnects two separate fluid lines.

RFID-enabled coupling features one-

IdentiQuik Couplings

hand connection and disconnection,

RFID technology helps to control,

and offers the flexibility of multiple

protect and streamline your valuable

configurations and terminations.

fluid. Technology allows the robust

Injection-molded from polypropylene

transfer of fluid and information to

thermoplastic, they are resistant to

identify device type or connected

many chemical solutions. They can be

media, verify line connection accuracy

ordered in a vast range of sizes and

or capture fluid and product data.

configurations.
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